It is known that POS tagging is not very accurate for unknown words (words which the POS tagger has not seen in the training corpora). Thus, a first step to improve the tagging accuracy would be to extend the coverage of the tagger's learned lexicon. It turns out that, through the use of a simple procedure, one can extend this lexicon without using additional, hard to obtain, hand-validated training corpora. The basic idea consists of merely adding new words along with their (correct) POS tags to the lexicon and trying to estimate the lexical distribution of these words according to similar ambiguity classes already present in the lexicon. We present a method of automatically acquire high quality POS tagging lexicons based on morphologic analysis and generation. Currently, this procedure works on Romanian for which we have a required paradigmatic generation procedure but the architecture remains general in the sense that given the appropriate substitutes for the morphological generator and POS tagger, one should obtain similar results.
Introduction
Part of speech (POS) tagging is known to be accurate. For English, experimental results show accuracies starting with 96% using various tag sets and training corpora sizes (Brill, 1996; Ratnaparkhi, 1998; Brants, 2000) . In the case of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) POS tagging, what really makes the difference, is the accuracy obtained on unknown words (words that the tagger has not seen in the training phase) because for these, the tagging algorithm does not have the choice option on its possible POS tags. As a result, the algorithm has to predict the word's correct POS tag based on whatever information is available: word features such as affixes or capitalization and the history of tagging (already assigned POS tags) up the current tagging point.
To diminish the guessing effect on the unknown words tagging, one could consider at least two options: either improve the guessing routine capacity of predicting the right POS of the unknown word or, keep on updating the tagger lexicon with as many word forms (along with their probable tags) as possible.
The first option is limited in the sense that most of the effective heuristics presented in the literature have local scope (e.g. suffix and capitalization information) and, besides the extra processing time to perform ending analysis, usually, they over-generalize on the possible ambiguity class of the unknown word, inducing spurious ambiguities. Most often than not, the adherents of this approach assume that the (n-gram) optimization process would filter out the unlikely tags in a guessed ambiguity class. Dermatos & Kokkinakis (1995) assume that the unknown words have POS ambiguity classes (and probability distributions) similar to the rare known words (in their experiments they considered happax legomena words only). The same assumption is adopted by Ratnaparkhi (1998) . The major advocated advantage of this method is that in arbitrary texts one would always find unknown words, irrespective of the tagger lexicon coverage.
The second option, although presumably more accurate and much faster, has a drastic limitation: it requires larger and larger POS annotated training corpora.
Our approach is a kind of reconciling the two methods, using essentially a strategy of the first type (but more informed, as will be discussed below) yielding an additional probabilistic lexicon, followed, when the size of this lexicon became significant, by an automatic rebuilding of the language model of the tagger. In this phase the additional probabilistic lexicon is merged with the tagger probabilistic lexicon, thus bringing our method closer to the second way of dealing with the unknown words.
As in the Dermatos & Kokkinakis (1995) or Ratnaparkhi (1998) , the main problems in dealing with unknown words remain deciding on the possible POS tags and determining their probability distribution without having occurrence contextual data for all possible interpretations. Our work follows the same hypothesis concerning the distributional similarity between the possible interpretations of the unknown words and those of rare words. The distinct difference, however, is that, in our approach, the list of possible POS tags is computed based on more informed knowledge sources.
Preliminaries
Having chosen our method of improving the tagger's accuracy on unknown words, we now arrive at the discussion on how to populate the lexicon with new entries without having reliable POS tagged corpora to train the tagger. is the best POS tags assignment of the given word sequence. Thus, the selection of the optimal POS tag at position i, is simultaneously considering the trigram probability containing i t and the lexical probability of i w , both of them in the context of (usually) the T-word sentence. Estimating the lexical probability of i w is based on evidence provided by the counts extracted from the training tagged corpora (Brants, 2000) . By collecting frequency counts for each pair j t w, , one obtains a list of word forms w, each of them associated with a set of tag-frequency pairs
called the lexical distribution of w (each tag t i is paired with the frequency f i with which it labeled w in the training data). The set of tags a word w has been associated with represents its ambiguity class while a word associated with its lexical distribution represents an entry in the lexicon of the POS tagger.
Extending the tagger's lexicon with new entries, without having larger training corpora, comes to being able to provide for the new words their ambiguity classes along with associated lexical distributions. The first and the simplest choice, is to assign a frequency equal to 1 to each tag from the ambiguity class, thus obtaining a uniform distribution and hoping that the trigram model from the above equation is able to correctly choose the correct tag since all ) | ( i t w P are equal. A second, more appealing solution is to assign the frequencies from a similar ambiguity class of a rare word in the training corpora.
In languages with productive inflectional morphology, several forms of the same lemma may not be seen in a training corpus and such word forms, when occurring in a new text, would be dealt with as unknown words. Thus, unknown words may be genuinely unknown to the tagger or represent new inflected forms in the same paradigmatic family with already known words. The procedure in section 3 takes care of extending the tagger lexicon with the entire paradigmatic family of a previously unseen word, so that on successive text tagging only genuinely unknown words are added to the tagger unigram lexicon.
Here we must observe that rare words tend to have smaller ambiguity classes than the frequent words. This is due to the fact that homograph occurrence is extremely rare for the low frequency words, so, their ambiguity is essentially an intra-category ambiguity (ICA), a matter of distinguishing among various values for the attributes specific to a grammatical class. In (Tufiş, 1999) we argued that, for highly inflectional languages, the hard to solve ambiguities are ICAs and, that the main grammar category (part of speech) for the homonyms is easily predictable in context. The paradigmatic approach to the lexicon acquisition, described in the next section, addresses this very issue.
To verify the claim that rare words have smaller ambiguity classes, we made an experiment on our hand validated, POS annotated English-Romanian parallel corpus (roughly, one million words per language). Thus, we have extracted all the words from the Romanian text, sorted them in descending order by their occurrence frequency and assigned each word in this list its ambiguity class extracted from the corpus. Figure 1 depicts a plot of frequency ranks (X axis) with POS ambiguities (Y axis) for Romanian. One can observe a clear decrease of the POS ambiguity as the frequency rank increases (obviously, frequency itself decreases).
In what follows, we will describe an automatic procedure for generating ambiguity classes for unknown words as they are dealt with by one of our POS taggers TTL (Ion, 2007) . In fact, our procedure will generate whole inflected sets of word forms along with their proper POS tags beginning from a few POS tagged word forms with the same lemma and the same part of speech. These sets are ready to populate the tagger's lexicon thus contributing to the definition of the ambiguity classes for the unknown words.
The lexical acquisition procedure
The procedure takes into account only open class words because these words are the likely candidates for unknown words in POS tagging (it is assumed that closed class words are already stored in the tagger's lexicon along with their complete ambiguity classes). The main body of the lexical acquisition procedure performs the following steps:
1. given a new text, run it through TTL in MSD mode (which performs POS tagging 1 and lemmatization) and obtain a list of unknown words (which TTL marks as such) along with their lemmas and POS tags; 2. from the list in step 1, extract and group word forms with the same lemma and the same part of speech into separate sets, called (partial) paradigmatic families; 3. for each set in step 2, deduce the inflectional paradigm for the respective (partial) paradigmatic 1 TTL uses two tagsets: the Morpho-Syntactic Descriptor (MSD) tagset, a set of POS tags that encode various languages morpho-syntactic attributes for each POS (see http://nl.ijs.si/ME/V2/msd/ for details) and a reduced tagset (CTAG). The two tagsets are not independent and they observe the tiered tagging philosophy (Tufiş, 1999) . The implicit tagset is MSD, which although gives a slightly lower precision than CTAG, is much more informative. Figure 1 : POS ambiguity decrease with word frequency family and apply the ROG morphological generator to get the complete paradigmatic family of the corresponding lemma along with their generated POS tags; 4. for each generated word form, extract all its corresponding POS tags acquired at step 3 and construct the ambiguity class of the word form. The algorithm takes into consideration only the complete sets of inflected word forms that have been unambiguously generated from a single paradigm thus ensuring that the output of the morphological generator is correct. The next section details the 3 rd step from the aforementioned algorithm.
Paradigm generation
Paradigm generation relies on the paradigmatic morphology and its implementation for Romanian (Tufiş, 1989) as well as on the ROG paradigmatic morphological generator (Irimia, 2007) . The term paradigm will be used with two distinct meanings: 1) the complete set of inflected word forms of a given lemma with a specific part of speech (for instance, English noun "car" has two members: "car" (singular) and "cars" (plural)); 2) the formalized representation of the inflection mechanism. Throughout the article, we will mark the two meanings with subscripts 1 and 2 for disambiguation.
According to the paradigmatic morphology framework, a word form is composed of a root and an ending that in turn may contain a derivational suffix and an inflectional termination. For instance, nouns ceasornicar (a person who repairs watches) and cărbunar (a person who produces coal) both inflect according to one and the same paradigm 2 : nominative masculine suffix 1 ($nomsuff1). Thus, ceasornicar is formed from the morphological root ceasornic ("watch") and the agentive derivational suffix ar. Similarly, cărbunar has the root cărbun (cărbune is the English "coal") and the same derivational suffix. In nominative/accusative, singular, definite, both word forms are composed by adding the inflectional suffix ul such that we have ceasornic+ar+ul and cărbun+ar+ul and so on for the entire paradigm 1 .
The information associated with the root is stored in a dictionary (lexical repository) entry corresponding to the lemma of the corresponding root. Such an entry has the following structure: POS @lemma root_1 root_2 … root_k associated_paradigm1 root_k+1 …root_j associated_paradigm2 With a new word, the root must be determined along with information associated with it and this is the task of ROG. The root alternation phenomenon (2 roots for the same inflectional paradigm 2 of a noun, 2 to 7 roots for the same inflectional paradigm 2 of a verb) is quite frequent in Romanian. The multiple roots of a verb are very difficult to identify automatically (it is never the case that all the different roots are to be found in a specific text).
Fortunately, we possess a rich database of such kind of verbs with all their possible roots. So, it's not very likely that a new verb will manifest the root alternation phenomenon. For nouns, the identification of the two roots in case of root alternation is quite easy (the two roots have fixed roles -one is used for the nominative form of the singular and the other for all the plural forms and for the genitive/dative form of the singular -and the presence of two representative forms in a text is very likely). Also, there are some regular, but very frequent alternations (such as infixed diphthongs alternations oa->o, ea->e or final consonant alternation d->z, t->ţ) which help in determining the lemma of an unknown word.
The information associated with the ending is stored in ROPMORPH, a file containing a complete inventory of the Romanian paradigms 2 for verbs, nouns and adjectives. A paradigm 2 is a collection of endings (or suffixes) each of them associated with the morphological information characterizing a word form. An entry in this file has the structure of a tree, with the endings occupying the leaves position, the morphological information in the intermediate position, and the paradigm 2 identifier in the root. Some important information that comes with both the roots and the endings is, in case of root alternation, the specification of what root combines with what ending. For such cases, the leaves of most of the trees in ROPMORPH have one supplementary attribute ALT, which specifies the alternate root that combines with the ending in that leaf. The value of the ALT attribute is a number that represents the position of the root in the list of the alternate roots: root_1 root_2 … root_k.
By combining the information supplied in the dictionary (or identified by ROG) with the one in ROPMORPH, we can identify all the legal endings (and the associated root restrictions) that can be concatenated with the root or roots of a specific lemma, to obtain correct inflected word forms. Exploiting the structure of an entry in ROPMORPH, we can easily generate the family of all the inflected forms for a lemma (= paradigm 1 ), if we can identify the root(s) and the correct paradigm 2 (s). The information we find on the way from the root to a leaf when we generate a word form helps in associating the proper MSD tag.
Accordingly, the real difficult problem to be solved for a group of new words (not in the ROG dictionary) with the same lemma and part of speech is the correct identification of the root(s) and associated paradigm(s).
Paradigm identification for a group of word forms with the same lemma and part of speech
To start with an example, we choose the noun lemma carte (English "book") and the word forms group: carte, cărţi, cărţii. One can observe a change in the word form's root:
• carte: root: cart, suffix: e, morphological features:
feminine, nominative, singular, indefinite; stage, for every inflected form in the list L 1 , we extract the set of all paradigms to which the word form can be associated by its suffix/sufixes. The search for possible suffixes is restricted to the morphological features that match the MSD tag of the specific form (i.e. for the word form cărţii with the associated MSD tag Ncfsoy, we take into account only those branches of the paradigmatic tree that contain all of the following features: Noun, common, feminine, singular, oblique (genitive/dative) and definite (y)). The cases when the suffix is NULL are also taken into account.
In order to identify the root(s) of the set{
w , we compute the set This means that for each inflected form, we extract a list of roots by eliminating the suffix specific to every applicable paradigm 2 . For every root in every i w R , we save the associated information: the suffix, the MSD tag and the corresponding paradigm 2 (in other words, a triplet in L 2 ).
We look up the root(s) common to all the forms in the group that have compatible paradigmatic information. So we compute the set R of roots r that has the following properties:
and the paradigmatic information p associated to r is the same in every i w R .
If R has exactly one element r, then the group does not manifest root alternation and r is the root of the whole paradigmatic family. If R has more than one element, we may have encountered a root alternating word or a derivative word (i.e. nouns formed by the suffixation of the verb, augmentative or diminutive words). These kinds of words have particular paradigms documented in the paradigmatic morphology and so they can be correctly characterized by two different roots and two different paradigms. For the lexical suffixes that change the grammar category of the word (privi+tor+ul), as suggested before, the selected root is the one with the category compliant with the MSD assigned by the tagger and, therefore, no ambiguity is present. For the preserving category lexical suffixes (such as augmentatives or diminutives), in principle, there might be considered two legal roots. For instance, the word copilaşul (the small child) may have the following two correct interpretations: i) copil+aş+ul -$nomdimmasc2 or ii) copilaş+ul -$nommasc8. However, for the sake of morpho-syntactic tagging, as the grammatical suffix carries contextual relevant information (e.g. gender), the selected root will always be considered at the grammatical suffix boundary information p. This is a clear case of root alternation and can be completely solved for nouns and adjectives but, usually, is much more difficult to deal with it for irregular verbs (the likelihood that all relevant forms of the verb, containing the alternate roots, co-occur in the text is very low).
During the process of root(s) identification, the paradigmatic information p is maintained and sometimes used (in case of root alternation). When the process is finished, every root in the R set is associated with the correct paradigm 2 p. If the number of available word forms is not enough to uniquely identify the correct paradigm 2 , we have to deal with a set of possible paradigms 2 PAR. In this case, we generate all the possible word forms for all the paradigms 2 in PAR and use an in house library that extracts information from the Google TM search engine to count, for every word form in every paradigm 1 , the number of occurrences on the web. Discarding word forms which appear less then 10 times, every paradigm 1 with the identifier PAR p i ∈ is scored with respect to the sum of the web occurrences of its word forms and the highest scored paradigm 2 p is chosen.
2 For instance, the word căsoiului (of the big house) could be arguably interpreted as casa (feminine noun) + oi (augmentative) + ului (masculine, oblique case, definite form). Any modifier of the word căsoiului should have the masculine gender, in spite of the semantic gender of the word (which is feminine).
Paradigm identification for a group containing a single word form
The possible paradigms 2 for a new word are predicted based on the similarities between the ending of its presumed lemma and the endings for the lemmas in the dictionary. Similarly, we predict the roots looking at the ending of the roots of the lemmas that we already identified as similar with our lemma. For instance, searching for lemmas having the same ending as the word fanzin (inexistent in the ROG dictionary), one gets the following results:
bazin noun zin $nomneu1 magazin noun zin $nomneu1 mezin noun zin $nommasc8 muezin noun zin $nommasc8 sarazin noun zin $nommasc8
Thus, fanzin may be inflected according to two paradigms 2 : $nomneu1 or $nommasc8. All the found examples show regular behaviour, with the root identical to the lemma form. Hence, we set fanzin as root and generate the paradigms 1 for $nomneu1 and $nommasc8 respectively. After the possible wordforms have been generated according to the two paradigms 2 , we apply the Google filtering method from the previous section to select only one paradigm 1 . Thus, for this example, given the much more Google evidence, the winning model will be the $nomneu1 paradigm 2 .
Evaluation
Currently, the lexicon of the TTL tagger contains over 800,000 entries and it was built starting from a lexicon containing 450,000 hand validated entries by application of the procedure described in the previous sections on large and clean fiction and journalistic corpora. Each entry contains a word form along with its lemma and POS tag (MSD). With such a large word form lexicon, extracted from carefully edited texts, TTL has little chance to encounter unknown words. However, when dealing with other registers and less carefully edited texts (such as web data) the frequency of unknown words proves to be significant (almost 2%) and as such, not only a source for propagating tagging errors, but also a valuable source of word form lexicon extension.
We have randomly collected 6 Romanian texts belonging to different domains from the Internet totaling approximately 9.5K tokens and computed statistics on the number of tokens and out of these, on the number of unknown words. For the latter, manually analyzed, we are also interested in the POS tagging and lemmatization accuracy. The results of the experiment are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . In Table 1 , in Tokens and Unknown columns, the first figure is the number of tokens and the second one (separated by '/') is the number of unique tokens. The Unknown column presents the number of word forms that were not seen in the training data (corpora + 800,000 word form lexicon) and from these, the Spelling Errors column from Table 2 counts the number of spelling errors. The last two columns of Table 2 count the POS tag and lemmatizing errors of the unknown words. Thus the POS accuracy on unknown words is 100 -11.18 = 88.82% and the lemmatization accuracy on the same word form set is 81.12%. Obviously, these numbers are affected by the spelling errors, which produced both POS tagging and lemmatization errors.
We ended up with 143 unknown word forms from which, 14 were incorrectly spelled and as such generated more than half of the lemmatization errors (14 from 27) and also almost half of the tagging errors (7 from 16). We grouped all 143 word forms by lemma and part of speech (step 2 of the lexical acquisition procedure). Each group was fed into the ROG morphological analyzer which first identified the paradigm 2 of the group and then generated the full set of inflected word forms according to it (step 3). The incorrectly spelled/POS tagged/lemmatized word forms, all together 33 word forms, were classified in single token classes for which ROG was not able to select any paradigms 2 . For the remaining 110 word forms, we identified groups containing one, two or three word forms (104 such groups). Table 3 shows the number of groups for which ROG has been able to uniquely identify the proper paradigm 2 (Unambiguous column, 78 groups) and the number of groups for which this was not possible (Ambiguous column, 26 groups). Column 1 wf displays the number of groups containing only one word form and column >1 wf shows the number of groups with more than one word form. With respect to the ambiguous paradigm 2 filtering, out of 26 word form groups with the same lemma and part of speech, the Google filter was able to validate only one paradigm 2 in 9 cases resulting in an addition of 97 word forms to the TTL lexicon. For the rest of 17 groups, after manual inspection, we concluded that the correct paradigm 2 was identified in all cases but that the Google filter was not able to successfully select it from the rest of paradigms 2 matching seed word forms.
Unambiguous

Conclusions
We have described an automatic procedure for generating new POS tagging lexicon entries beginning from unknown words encountered when POS tagging new texts. The method relies on a morphological generator that given a group of word forms with the same lemma and part of speech, generates the whole paradigm 1 of the group along with POS tag information for each generated word form. Given several such paradigms 1 , one can construct intra-categorial ambiguity classes (ICA) for every generated word form and, inferring lexical distributions similar to other ICAs for rare words, one can update the POS tagger lexicon with new entries without having to train the tagger on POS tagged and validated corpora.
Until now, in order to eliminate the risk of erroneous entries, the new entries were added to the tagger lexicon in a supervised way. However, given that Google filtering (although time consuming) eliminates most incorrectly spelled/POS tagged/lemmatized word forms, and that the few potentially surviving erroneous word entries are almost harmless for the accuracy of the tagger in processing clean texts, we plan to incorporate this module as a background processing tool to the TTL web service (Tufiş et al., 2008) . In the first phase the unsupervised automatic lexicon update will consider only the case of unambiguous paradigm 2 identification. The Google filtering for ambiguous paradigm selection will remain an off-line supervised operation as it is a time consuming procedure. At a later stage, we plan to eliminate Google filtering transferring its function to a Markov model trained on Romanian word forms.
